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Partner killed in shootout

Police capture escaped Tenn. convict
MARION, N.C. (AP) - Police captured yesterday a dangerous escaped
convict from Tennessee, hours after
officers killed his partner, a double
murderer who had eluded police in a
shootout at a blind couple's home.
The fugitive, James Clegg, "is in
custody,'' said North Carolina Highway Patrol Sgt. Jeter Wilds. Details
of the arrest were not immediately
released.
Fellow escapee Ronald Lee Freeman, 41, was killed earlier yesterday
in a gunbattle with police in an abandoned house here. Police trailed him
with bloodhounds from the blind couple's home, where Freeman had broken in early in the morning. The
woman had a heart attack and one of
the people who came to help her
called police.

While Clegg was still at large, residents of a Marion neighborhood voluntarily left their homes so police
could search every house.
The two men, both "armed and
dangerous," escaped from a Tennessee prison last month and had vowed
not to be captured alive.
- "We think Clegg is by far the most
dangerous of the two men," said
McDowell County District Attorney
Alan Leonard.
Freeman broke down the door of a
blind couple, Rass and Molly Harvey,
before dawn and demanded food, said
Jerry Knighton, the Harveys' son-inlaw. Mrs. Harvey 63, suffered a heart
attack about 1V4 hours later and was
later taken to Marion General Hospital in critical condition, said Assistant
Administrator Imogene Poole.

DEPUTIES SHOT at Freeman at
the Harvey home, but he escaped.
Soon after, an intruder broke into
another home and was shot with a .22caliber gun by the man who lived
there, but police were unsure it was
Freeman, Clegg or somebody else.
Bloodhounds led police to an abandoned house, where Freeman was
killed by a shotgun blast by police who
stormed it after he said he would not
surrender, said Leonard.
Trooper Larry Carver of the state
Highway Patrol was wounded in the
shoulder by a stray blast fired by
police who trapped Freeman. The
blast came through the wall and hit
Carver, who was standing outside,
Leonard said.
Freeman and Clegg escaped from
Tennessee's Fort Pillow State Prison
Feb. 18. On Feb. 21, officials said
Freeman and Clegg walked out of

woods near Brownsville, Tenn., and
shot to death a man grilling steaks in
his backyard. They took his wife
hostage and released her unharmed
after telling her they wouldn't be
captured alive.
Clegg and Freeman were among
five inmates who escaped a work
gang after pulling guns on two
guards. Two of the five have been
caught and third is believed at large
in Illinois.
Clegg was serving a life sentence as
a habitual criminal and Freeman was
serving a 198-year sentence for the
1970 murders of his pregnant wife and
her stepdaughter.
Freeman and Clegg had been suspected of wounding another trooper,
L.B. Rector, shot four times Tuesday
morning after stopping a car on Interstate 40. That led authorities to focus
the search here.

Shirtless 'vampire'attacks man in his bedroom
by Michael D. Towle
slatl repent n

Six University men were awakened
early yesterday morning by what
they thought was a "vampire" in
their apartment.
It seems a woman, who none of the
men had ever seen before, broke into
their apartment at 240 North Enterprise St., removed her shirt, crawled
Into bed with one of the residents and
began biting him on the neck.
Police Chief Galen Ash said one
man had been awakened by a noise in

the apartment and when he went
upstairs to investigate, baseball bat in
hand, he found the girl gnawing at his
roommate's neck.
"He told our men that went out
there, that he thought she was some
kind of vampire at first," Ash said.
Bill Kohlbarger, junior criminal
justice major who lives in the apartment, said the girl apparently had
been in the apartment for about 45
minutes before deciding to ascend the
stairs to their bedrooms.
Ash said the stove in the apartment
had been turned on and a raw steak

was found in the middle of the kitchen
floor.
"She ate a lot of our food, and then
went into my roommate's room,"
Kohlbarger said. "She crawled on
him and when she was stopped she
came into my room and just stared at
me."
"Those guys called the police, but I
just went back to bed, it was kind of
like having a witch in the house," he
said.
Ash said when his crew arrived, the
residents had the girl cornered in a
chair waiting for the police.

"The guys that went out there said
it was kind of funny," Kohlbarger
added. "Here's this five-foot, 110pound girl huddled in a chair, halfdressed, being cornered by a bunch of
big guys holding baseball bats and
pool cues."
Kohlbarger said the woman was
"pretty drunk and just seemed to
wander around a lot"
Ash said the woman told police she
had been at a local bar all night before
she decided to make her way to the
men's residence.
No charges were filed, according to
Aah.

bg news staffrSue Cross

Camp Courageous wants you!

Applying (or summer employment at Camp Courageous Is Don Clark, senior
sports management major, in the forum of Student Services Building at "Camp
Day."

Hungry ice cream fans
served in Soda Shoppe University prepares bids for phone service
by Tim Dehnhotf
reporter

Cookies and Cream, Mint Chocolate Chip and Butter Pecan
have captured the spotlight as
the favorite ice creams purchased by University students, according to Micheal
Solt, assistant director of the
Union.
"Cookies and Cream is the
one to place your bets on," said
Lisa Aring, senior Spanish major, ' 'because if a person is going
' > splurge, he may as well nave
ice cream with cookies in it."
Solt, who chooses three
new flavors each season for
the Union from Pierre's Ice
Cream, of Lima, said University students consume 66
' gallons of ice cream daily, 30
gallons being vanilla.
Trench Vanilla has always
been the best seller," said Ruth Friend,
coordinator of new projects, "since it's
used as the base for many of the ice cream
novelties."
■kk.
Friend said it's easier to gauge
sales and profit of soft-serve ice
cream since it's taken from machines, but the public tends to stick with
the "ideal" and more traditional hardserve ice cream.
She said the difference between hardserve and soft-serve ice cream is the
amount of air in the ice cream.
"Air is the secret to a good fla__, "she said, adding that the percentage of air is directly related to the loss of
flavor and texture. Hard-serve ice
* cream, served in the Soda Shoppe, is
harder to control because it's regulated
' people instead of machines, she said.
" " by Pierre's Ice Cream, the Soda
was established over Christmas
. j centered around an old soda fountain
and other functional equipment the Union had.
Friend said, "If we're selling ice cream now in the
cold weather months... look out."

by Nancy Beach
slatl reporter

Bid documents for new telecommunications equipment are now being
prepared to send to eight competing
manufacturers of such equipment,
according to James Corbitt, associate
director of auxiliary support operations.
At the March 2 Board of Trustees
meeting, Corbitt presented the information gathered so far and stated
that the bid documents would be prepared and sent.
Corbitt said the current system,
leased from GTE, was purchased in
1969 and does not have some of the
capabilities that a modern phone system would have. The system now in
use has an electromechanical switching system. The new system would be
digital and operated through the use
of computers.
Corbitt said the new system would
be purchased by the University and
would be able to connect offices and
dorm rooms with computers on cam-

Eis such as the DEC system. The
ITS system is connected to computers through the use of what Corbitt
says is a "hard wire system," where
particular phones are connected to
the computers with a special wire. A
digital system would enable anyone
with the proper access number to use
the computer from any phone on
campus.
All the dial phones currently in use
would be replaced by push-button
phones. The new system would also
make the changing of phone numbers,
conference calls, automatic callback
and other features easy to perform.
Billing for long distance calls would
also be different, Corbitt said, because students would use an access
number that would get them into the
telecommunications computer. The
computer would search to find the
most inexpensive lines through which
to transmit the call, making calls
cheaper. An itemized list would be
sent to the student later. Bills would
probably be paid through the Bursar's
Corbitt said the search for a new

Reagan in
primary

The election was open to all 2,800
students.on the campus, but voting
participation through yesterday afternoon indicated that only about
25 percent of the students likely
would vote.
A student committee planned to
announce the results of the election

CORBITT SAID early this fall a
meeting of the nine companies that
responded was arranged. Proposals
were obtained from eight.
These proposals were evaluated by
a team of people working on the
project, including Corbitt, staff from
the data processing and purchasing
departments, outside consultants,
and the coordinator of telecommunications systems.
Then, the proposals were taken to
the Adminstrative Council, which is
composed of University President
Paul Olscamp and all the University
vice presidents, and the Telecommunications User Advisory Committee,
composed of faculty, staff and students.
Finally, the proposals were taken to

the Board of Trustees Facilities Committee, who will have to approve the
final bid and allocate necessary
funds.

"We are only now preparing the bid
documents," Corbitt said. "We have
no commitments to any of these companies at this time."
He said there would probably be
another conference for manufacturers to answer any questions. Included
in the bid documents are questions
concerning cost of maintenance and
what kind of environment would have
to be created to keep the equipment
the proper temperature.
Currently, GTE keeps a repairman
at the University and a maintenance
person works at night to ensure that
the equipment is kept clean.
The new equipment would require
the University to either hire a repairman full time or enter into a
maintenance contract with the company from which the equipment
would be purchased.

Federal grant awarded to University
WASHINGTON (AP) -The U.S. Department of Education yesterday announced plans to award more than $1
million in grants - including two for
projects in Ohio - to spur the growth
of incentive pay programs for teachers.
Education Secretary T.H. Bell said
the agency is preparing to fund 51
state education agencies, local school
districts and other institutions to develop and implement the teacher-incentive plans.
Bell said the plans are designed to
lead to "master teacher" programs
that provide career ladders, with financial incentives, patterned after

the academic rankings in higher education.
The education chief cautioned that
the grants are to come from the
department's discretionary program,
the funds of which have been tied up
in a desegregation court case in Illinois. However, he said the department will make every effort to obtain
a court order permitting release of
the funds.
Bell has been at the forefront of
efforts the past year to put more rigor
in American schools and to revamp
the way teachers are paid. He believes that schools should have career
ladders for teachers and that the best

should be paid more than the mediocre.
Two grants totaling nearly $40,000
were earmarked for Ohio. A total of 96
applications from 42 different states
were received for the funds.
Bowling Green State University is
to receive a $19,948 grant, and the
University of Toledo will be awarded
a $19,842 grant, the department said
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•the bottom lineOBERLIN, Ohio (AP) - President Reagan was included with the
five Democratic presidential candidates in a mock primary election
Tuesday and yesterday at Oberlin
College.

system began when faculty, staff and
students said they wished the current
system was capable of more functions.
"We sent a letter asking for information to the 10 largest manufacturers of telecommunication equipment
in the country," He added.

last night. The six-member "Election '84*' committee was formed by
students motivated by winter term
work in presidential campaigns.
"We decided to put Reagan in
with the Democrats mainly because we wanted to see how strong
each of the candidates are on this
campus," said Michael Braverman, a member of the election
committee. "We are aware that
certain political biases would come
into play. The Oberlin campus is
known traditionally as being a liberal campus."
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The Bowling Green grant is designed to develop plans for a teacherincentive program that would improve the quality of teaching in the
Elmwood Local School District, the
North Baltimore Local School District

•Candidates for Undergraduate
Student Government representatives-at-large explain their campaign formats and policies.
Elections will be held March 13 and
14. Page 3.
•Local youngsters learn karate
through the University Continuing Education program. Page 7.

and the Benton Carroll Salem Local
School District.
The Toledo grant is aimed at improving educational quality and developing a teacher-incentive plan for
the Maumee City Schools and St.
Joseph's and St. Patrick's elementary
schools.
At his news conference, Bell also
criticized textbooks that are written
for the lowest-level students, saying
the phenomenon is sometimes referred to as "dumbing down." He said
that without an upgrading of the textbooks, "education reform will falter."

Periods ot snow lOday with a
high near 20 Occasional flurries
tonight and a low ot -15
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editorial
Student Legal Service
a brief historical look
Many students have been expressing some concern as to
the status of the Student Legal Service and the whereabouts of the money they have contributed to it. Some
complain they have been contributing to the service for two
semesters and feel the organizing board has been dragging
its feet in getting the program off the ground.
But that board has been forced to clear hurdle after hurdle
to create the service, the most recent of which has been
applied by the state Attorney General's Office. The delays
have been anything but the fault of the students on the
committee.
A brief history may be helpful to give insight into the
problems the students on the board encountered!
The idea was formulated in November of 1982 and by
March, the organizing committee had drawn up a proposal
for the Board of Trustees. At their next meeting, the board
approved the plan with the condition that it met the approval
of University Attorney John Mattimoe. Delay after delay
continued and every step had to be approved by the attorney,
President Paul Olscamp, Dr. Richard Eakin, and a group of
other administrators. The process began to drag.
To give some idea as to the length the approval took, the
committee drew up an informational pamphlet which, of
course, needed approval from the numerous parties involved. It took three months to get some approval with the
various people involved always finding something wrong
with the wording. The pamphlet is still awaiting approval.
Finally, after almost a year, it appeared the proposal was
gaining momentum this past fall The check-off box controversy had been solved and a majority of students had decided
to support the service. The committee placed an ad looking
for applicants, which again had to be approved by the
mounting bureaucracy, and took applications through December.
Interviews began and an attorney was chosen within the
last month. Finally, after surviving 18 months of battles with
an administration who would much rather have pigeonholed
the idea, (President Olscamp's view towards the program
was, "Students have a right to fail"), the program looked as
though it was ready to be put into operation. The attorney
was selected, the board had student funding and support, and
the administration bad at least accepted the idea.
Then, enter the Attorney General's office. Forget the fact
that the every step of the proposal was closely monitored by
the committee of students... also forget the idea that the
committee had consulted two attorneys throughout the whole
process... and forget that every step had to be approved by
a long line of administrators and a third attorney working for
the University- The Attorney Oeoerml beUawmm he mitet mlmo
approve the plan and now he has the ultimate authority to
approve which attorney is hired.

Thus we have another attempt to stall the service. The
proposal now sits in Columbus for who knows how long. The
fact that other state universities have expressed interest in
such a service probably brought the service to the attention
of the Attorney General's Office. Also, partisan politics enter
the picture in which case the attorney selected may have to
meet the Democratic tag worn by our chief attorney. The
politics continue.
So now, students wait. But blaming the members of the
committe is placing the blame in the wrong place. These
people formulated an idea now being emulated by other Ohio
universities and fought hard to gain acceptance for it. After
all of that, it is now out of their hands.

Super Tuesday should
answer ultimate question
by Evnns Witt

"It was not a case where we were
really involved. I understand the senator was vary heavily Involved
there," ha said.
Oliver Hankie, Hart's campaign
manager, said such a view "files in
the face of reality."
But it is Tuesday, March 13 that will
realty shape the race for the nomination. Atotal of 111 pledged delegates will be at stake in nine state
primaries and caucuses - more than
five times all thaw in Iowa. New
n««Mi|j»ii» Maine, Vermont and
Wyoming. And it is after all, delegates who select • nominee.
Mondale and Hart and their campaigns now are involved in a complicated match-up in trying to set

Walter Mondale likely will BO into
the crucial confrontations of next
week's "Super Tuesday" having lost
four straight to Gary Hart, and what
happens then will say more about who
will be the Democratic presidential
nominee than a Vermont beauty conteat or Wyoming caucus.
The key question over the next week
is whether Hart's wins will translate
into irresistible momentum for the
Colorado senator or whether the 11
primaries and caucuses will give
Mondale the victories his rnmpiitgp
desperately needs.
Mondale admits upfront that he is in
trouble, that losses in New Hampwants to look like a winner,
shire, Maine and Vermont have hurteven though Vermont's primary on keep the momentum going and roll on
Tuesday was an essentially meaning- to San Francisco in July as the nomileas beauty contest And his staff nee. But he doesn't want to be the
are peexpects Hart will win the Wyoming
caucuses Saturday.
I'S aides seem to genuinely
But they argue the damage has
believe they are In deep trouble. But
been done already.
"We've absorbed all the damage we there it asms evidence to the contexpect to take, mainly1 from New rary: A new poD in Florida put MonHampshire and Maine,' said Maxine dale substantially ahead of Hart.
However, as one Mondale aide said,
Isaacs, Mondak's press secretary.
Unsurprisingly, the Hart staff takes "We've seen * point margins evapothe opposite view, saying the momen- rate overnight.
winners can turn Into losers overtnm will overcome Hart's lack of
organization and campaign time »t - last ask Mondale. And losers
winners - look at Hart.
spent in the South - Florida, G
And March 13 is probably going to
and Alabama. They are even si
to talk about running against
decide a great deal about who u a
dent Reagan in the November elec- winner and who is a loser in the race
for the Democratic nomination.
On the Vermont primary, the two
campaigns nave opposite views as
welL At a news conference in Tampa, Evans Witt Is an Associated Press
Fla., Mondale said he knew he was politktJ writer, baaed In Washington,
going to lose even before the votes who baa bean covering me 1M4 prrWware counted.
dential campaign since it began.

. ■ ;■' . „„.

New Hampshire.where a yes is a no
They could concentrate on one candidate - no longer Glenn; not Jackson,
not the other midgets.

by Garry Wills

Three weeks ago. a good reporter I
know came back from New Hampshire and made the astonishing prediction that Walter Mondale would get
55 percent of the vote in that state.
The comment looks silly now, and was
a bit wild even when he was riding
highest.

This left Hart as the means for
voters to say1 their "no" through - a
double "no,* against Mondale as the
uninspiring front-runner, and against
Reagan as the old tenant of a White
House that Hart says needs new,
fresh, young thoughts.
So, wrong as my friend was, I think
the election is still best seen as an
essentially negative vote. He did not

But the analysis behind that prediction outlasts the prediction itself. The
assumption on which the reporter was
working is that New Hampshire voters are particularly ornery, in a nation that generally tends to vote
against rather than for.

foresee that an even more emphatic
"no" could be formulated electorally,
since he did not foresee - who did? the sudden, almost ludicrous, deflation of John Glenn.
If this view is even partially right,
then Gary Hart's victory is not as
complete as it might look. Outside the
quirky climate of New Hampshire's
nay-sayers, he would face serious
trouble even if he had been able to
spend and organize on a broad front,
as Mondale has.
The campaigns now head south,
where McGovernite advocates of

arms control are often given a hostile
reception. "New ideas" are suspect in
much of the Old South. Hart's campaign has revolved around his birth
date, which fluctuates by a year - a
symbolic wobbling. He apes President Kennedy's mannerisms, and the
South is that part of the country least
enamored of the Kennedy legacy. It
looks as if Hart will run into a different kind of negative vote on Super
Tuesday

ion and discontent would cause
such a turmoil with Pagliai's. All
she wanted was the right pizza, is
that so awful?
I feel that injustice was done to
Patty Lupica when Pagliai's responded to her editorial. I felt that
some of the verbal abuse was
untruthful and not necessary.
PagUai's and Patty have since
then ironed out any bad feelings
towards one another and I feel
both parties have learned how a
lack of communication can create
such a misunderstanding. I am
confident that future episodes
such as this one will not occur
with Pagliai's, as they truly do
want to serve their customers in
Bowling Green with a smile.

However, they seem to be implying
that the numerous attempts made by
campus officials urging women to
take precautionary measures when
traveling the campus area are in
reality, accusations toward women
that rape is their fault and their
responsiblity to prevent.
A major tool in the reduction of the
number of criminal offenses, particularly the violent act of rape, is to do
whatever is n"»«'M» to prevent them
from occurring. It is not degrading,
nor does it infringe upon women's
rights to urge them to use common
sense and take caution in protecting
their health and well-being.
I agree that women do not cause
rape, and to hold them responsible
when it occurs is ludicrous. However,
one must always keep in mind that
rapists are sick, perverted individuals who simply do not give a damn
about a woman's rights.
Even with the combined efforts of
Campus Safety and Security, the
Bowling Green Police Department
and the Guardian Angels, the problem
wUl continue to persist unless the
community at large does all that it
can in the area of prevention. No one
Is promoting fear and passivity, but
merely precaution.
My advice to Women For Women is
to get off their high, holier-than-thou
pedestal and start exercising their
influence toward more productive
and functional means. The name of
the organization Is Women For
Women. In my mind, that connotes
support, guidance and leadership. I'd
like to see that for a change.

Wills la a columnist for the Universal
Press Syndicate

He argued that a Mondale victory
taking a third of the vote, with the
other two-thirds split irregularly
across the ragged field of contenders,
would not say a clear "no" to anybody
or anything. Faced with that prospect, he thought, the New Hampshire
voters would decide to say "no" to
Reagan - as a number of them said
"no" to the incumbent, Lyndon Johnson, in 1868.
Under this assumption, a united
vote behind Mondale would actually
be a vote agauvt the president. It
would not reflect any great fondness
for Mondale himself - an illusive
quality at best.
But several funny things happened
on the way to the vote. John Glenn
slipped badly in Iowa, giving new
hope to Gary Hart Jesse Jackson
combined a denigrative term with a
dissembling aftermath. Now it appeared that the non-Mondale voters,
two-thirds of the whole, would not sow
their votes widely over the rocky soil.

Student braves through
grueling superdance
When I first signed up to participate
in the Muscular Dystrophy Association Superdance, 1 knew 20 hours
would be a cinch! However, by the
time seven hours dragged by, I had
begun to lose faith in my feet and I
Just wanted to hang up my sneakers
and quit
Whan the clock struck two on Saturday afternoon. I was so proud of
myself. I could have danced 20 more
hours - only if it was required. The
chair, Jon Cook, and committee membars, dedicated "We Are The Champions." by Queen, to all of us who
remained. I felt so good inside... I
DID IT!
I would like to thank Jon and his coworkers for providing me with an
experience I will never forget. Hard
work and dedication shone through
every hour of the dance. I would also
Uke to thank John, Debbie, Lisa, Mike
and Jerome for picking me up off the
floor when all I wanted to do was die.
Dancing brought everyone together
and united we, "built a rainbow of
nope" for Jerry's kids. I would like to
congratulate everyone who participated in the Superdance and for everyone who danced all 20 - see you
next year!
Erika K. Cowlea
XoProut

pus Safety and Security also have
increased patrols in areas where
rapes have occured, plus they
have plainclothes officers walking
at night. There are also CSO
(Campus Service Officer) members who work closely with the
police.
Women do not cause rape and in
most cases they even know their
attacker. A rape is a deliberate
act by a person with severe emotional problems, be he a doctor,
manager, or boyfriend. I believe
that your statements are very
sexist and are just reversing the
Eroblem not helping. I do not want
> see a girl raped, nor do I like to
hear about it. But it is a fact and
very much present in our society.
Blaming someone for rapes does
not cure the problem. I feel,
though, that you do not give the
people on campus who care a fair
chance. There are men and
women alike who do care about
the faculty, staff, and especially
the students of Bowling Green,
please give them a chance. Why
take the chance and walk alone,
when there are people who care
and are willing to help.
Jamie McAdoo
157 Kohl Hall

'Sexist' comments will
not help prevent rape
This letter Is to reply, as a man,
to a recent letter from Women For
Women. Their letter stated,
"... we question placing the responsibility of preventing rape
solely on women, WOMEN DO
NOT CAUSE RAPE, yet women
are held responsible when rape
occurs."
First, I do not believe all of the
responsibility for preventing rape
is on the woman. The Escort Service should be some proof to you
that enough men care, really care
what happens to their fellow students that they are willing to
volunteer their free time so that
women or men who do not want to
walk alone do not have to. CamClear Views

The last rebuttal from
the unhappy customer
I am writing this editorial in reference to the articles that were
written on the Pagliai's Pizza
subject.
I am the person who originally
ordered the pizza with Patty Lupica and another person and I can
honestly say that the pizza was
incorrect the first ana also the
second time. I called both times to
inform Pagliai's of their mistake.
After I hadspoken to Pagliai's the
second time, Patty called them
back and wanted to speak with the
manager because she felt that we
should have the correct pizza. She
had no idea that voicing her opin-

Cberie Lechner
268Rodgers

Meaning unclear in
letter concerning rape
This letter is in response to a letter
which appeared in the March 1 edition
written by Women For Women and
the Women Against Violence Against
Women Task Force. After reading the
letter a number of times, I am stiu not
exactly certain what message they
are trying to convey.
I am not disputing their assertion
that women should have the right to
walk alone, especially at night. To do
so would only reveal a negativistic
and degrading view of women; one
certainly not worthy of printing.
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West Hall renovation USG hopefuls set for 'Super Tuesday'
fate determined Friday
by Mike Mclntyre

by Geoffrey Barnard
stall reporter

"In the old days, up to 10 years ago,
people didnt know about the dangers
of asbestos, and builders went ahead
and used it when they shouldn't have.
Now when we come across it, the
University gets caught with its pants
down."
• Dr. Karl Schurr, professor of
biological sciences
The fate of the West Hall renovation
should be known by Friday when the
University learns file results of tests
conducted by the state architect's
The state architect's office was
called on to determine what levels of
Mbestos West Hall contains, Engler
The project halted when workers
found what possibly could be unsafe
levels of asbestos. The matter then
was referred to the state architect,
Engler said.
Asbestos was used frequently in
construction during the 1950s and
1960s, especially in insulation around
pipes and boilers, Engler said. The
asbestos in West Hall is thought to be
chiefly in pipe insulation.

Engler said the University conducted tests on West Hall in November and the level of asbestos was
considered safe, but he added it is
difficult to predict what will be found
during a renovation.
According to Occupational Safety
and Health Administration
guidelines, workers do not have to
work on a project suspected to contain
asbestos, Engler said.
If the building is determined to
contain unsafe levels of asbestos,
contractors specializing in its treatment and removal will be brought in.
Engler said he is unsure whether the
University or the state assume any
added cost.
The project originally slated for
completion in October, 1985, will probably "lose at least a couple months,"
Engler said. He added the project cost
may climb if material prices rise
during the delay.
He said there is a sentiment of
frustration about the project which
has been plagued with numerous setbacks and delays.
"It certainly is disappointing, especially when you have people anticipating a completion date," Engler said.
"No one likes it, but we're really
doing the best we can with the situation"

ALL WINTER
MERCHANDISE
40% - 70% OFF
Jeans n Things
0|i«i limit M 8 00 f

stall reporter

While this coming Tuesday is billed
"Super Tuesday" for Democratic
presidential hopefuls, it will hold similar significance for candidates seeking at-large positions in the
Undergraduate Student Government.
According to USG President Brian
Baird, the at-large representatives
take part in USG committees and
investigative projects and must keep
at least two office hours each week.
Sixteen candidates are vying for the
10 available at-large representative
positions.
Chuck VanNess, sophomore business/pre-law major, is involved in
Student Court, treasurer of Phi Delta
Theta and scholastic honorary Alpha
Lambda Delta. He said he represents
what a University student is and
therefore will be able to represent
students in USG.
Steven Hanna, junior finance major, has experience as recording secretary and scholarship chair of Pi
Kappa Phi fraternity, and serves as a
member of the finance club. Hanna
said he will be an "effective liasion"
between students and student government
R.J. Chavez, freshman accounting
major has experience as education
and culture chair of the Harshman

GREENBRIAR NORTH
apartments & efficiencies
Effiwdei- starting at *175.00/ne.
1 Bim. aptt. starting at «200.00/mo.

215 £ hi Rd.
t Mnom km i, unfum

352-0717

Organization for Major Entertainment (H.O.M.E.), member of Chapman Hall council, and USG
representative to the University
Broadcast Committee. He said he has
learned about the operation of government through his political science
classes and will be capable of handling a position on student government.
Brad Krider, sophomore administrative management major, has received past experience in leadership
roles in high school. He said his desire
to get involved with USG and to help
students will make him a good representative.
William Burtch, sophomore administrative management major, is a
member of Delta Sigma Pi, the professional business fraternity, and the
skating club. Burtch said he is a good
communicator and wants to make
students aware of what USG is.
Rosemary Rupert, junior political
science major, is a member of Phi
Alpha Delta, the legal fraternity and a
111 sis with Kappa Sigma fraternity.
She said she has a general understanding of the way government at
the University works and her political
science courses have taught her about
participating in government.
Todd Hawley, junior selling and
sales management major, said his
involvement as secretary of the Interfraternity Council gave him the leadership qualities he will need. He

added that he knows "a lot of people"
and therefore will be able to represent
them well in government.
Timothy Kime, junior radio-television-film major, is a member of
Delta Tau Delta fraternity, a BG
cheerleader and an orientation
leader. Kime said his involvement
with campus activities and high
school government gives him the
qualities needed for the position.
James Bradford Long, junior insurance major, has experience as the
awards chair for Sigma Chi fraternity. Lone said he is running because
he doesn't like the way things have
been run in the past at the University,
such as "poor scheduling," and he
feels he can better voice students'
opinions.
Ray Fassett, junior accounting major, has been involved in the Student
Recreation Council, finance club, and
intramural sports. Fassett said his
understanding of what students want
from the University will make him a
"good voice" for the student body in
government.
Cathy Robertson, junior interpersonal communications and marketing
major, has been file recording secretary and member of the executive
board for Delta Gamma sorority and
was a resident adviser for a year-anda-half. She said this experience made
her aware of other aspects of college
life besides greek life. She added her

winner » winner » winner * winner » winner « wi nner

CONGRATULATIONS!
CLINE SIEGENTHALER
Winner of the UAO trip to Florida
contest, with a guess of 833
candles in each jar.
Sponsored by Food Operations & Florida Citrus Commission
winner • winner • winner • winner • winner • winner

senior year in high school was spent in
an exchange program to South America, making her more aware of the
needs of minorities.
Wendy Barnhart, freshman management information systems major,
said her experiences includes secretary of the Mac quad council, hi' sis to
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity, a four
year membership in high school student council and treasurer of her
senior class. She said she knows a
good deal of students and she can be a
good representative.
Daniel DeAngells, junior business
accounting and legal studies major, is
the treasurer elect for the University
Alumni Association and a member of
the accounting club. He said his involvement with organizations in high
school gives him experience in dealing with a diversity of people.
Reg Goalsby, freshman political
science major, has past experience
with high school student council.
Goalsby describes himself as "motivated and enthusiastic" and said he
wants to "wipe out" student apathy.
Anthony Treglia, junior finance major, was appointed to the USG library
committee and is a member of the
finance club and UAO. He said being
an at large representative is a good
way to get involved in student government.
Michael McGreevey, unavailable
for comment.
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Area physicians disagree

Prof, explains Korean art

Bee pollen perfect food?
Bowling Green area
Mary Kay Cosmetics consultant Geneva Crawford
disagrees, however.

by Beth Poftenbaugh

~Eealth stores and
pollen product peddlers
say honeybee pollen is "the
world's most perfect food"
because the only nutritional element it lacks is
roughage, but Bowling
Green physicians have difticism is the best
word when broad claims
like these are made," Dr.
Thomas Milbrodt said.
"Scientifically, I have seen
no proof that bee pollen
actually does what promotional literature claims it
does."
Bee pollen may be just
another fad, area physicians said, and they
doubted its supposed medical value.
"I haven't heard much
about it in medical literature, and I really haven't
seen enough scientific evidence to prove these
claims," was a typical re•

"Bee pollen works wonders for poor complexions,
weight problems, high
blood pressure and many
other unhealthy conditions," she insisted.
"Many of my clients' skin
problems and medical disorders have benefitted
from the use of honeybee
pollen."
MILBRODT SAID that
although there are no
harmful ingredients in the
bee pollen products currently on the market, there
is a danger if a consumer
has a strong reaction to the
honeybee pollen itself.
"I had a patient with
asthma who began taking
bee pollen and ended up in
the emergency room because she had a strong
reaction to it," he said

"Although we cannot
prove positively that the
bee pollen was the culprit,
the patient insisted that it
was the only new food she
had introduced into her
system which could have
caused such a severe reaction."
"Although I have no
strong opinions for or
against bee pollen," Milbrodt said, "I would never
take it myself or recommend it to anyone else until
a double blind study is
done to prove or disprove
its benefits."
A double blind study is
made up of two groups of
people who both believe
they are taking the pollen.
One group, however, eats
tablet which merely resemble bee pollen. This
would help determine
whether the pollen serves
merely as a placebo, making people feel better simply because thej; believe it

to be a cure-all.
Bae polka contains the
22 basic elements the human body needs for optimum health and vitality,
according to Jim Devlon.
the author of a book and
two audiotaaes on bee pollen. Devlin's belief in the
possible health benefits of
pollen prompted him to
market an entire line of
pollen products.
In his book "Mr. Bee Pollen Himself'Devlon
stresses that "pollen naturally allows your own body
to become the healer when
it's properly fed."
By using pollen, your
body aids Itself against fatigue, high blood pressure,
weight gain, low blood
sugar, anemia, diabetes,
sinus, allergies, asthma,
arthritis, and aging,
according to testimonials
by pollen users included in
Devlin's book.

FOR THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE

WE'LL PA Y YOU$l, 000
TO MOVE TO
841 EIGHTH STREET

by Pom Columbo
leoorisL

j people believe that
Korean crafts were influenced by the Japanese
culture. But the Japanese,
who went to Korea in 1910,
actually took much of the
Korean culture back to Japan, Professor Seung Hee
Kim, head of the Metals
Department at Kookmin
University in Seoul, Korea,
said.
Kim, a well-known jewelry designer and metalsmith in Korea, discussed
the history of Korean
crafts Monday in an illustrated lecture sponsored
S'the School of Art and the
edici Circle.
As a recipient of a Fulbright Grant, she is doing
research in the United
States on the relationship
between academicism and
industry in American
metal art.

The lecture/slide' show
displayed crafts from the
various dynasties throughout the Korean history and
demonstrated how they infinanced the crafts and
paintings.
In the Kingdom Tomb
dynasty which lasted from

the first century to the
ninth century, the crown
worn by the king was made
of gold and Jade, Kim said.
It resembled the horns of a
deer because many of the
Koreans were hunters at
that time.
Between the ninth and
the 14th centuries the King
dynasty changed to the
Buddhist dynasty, and
most of the crafts were
involved with Buddhism.
Two hundred years before
Gutenburg (the German
inventor of movable type),
the Koreans developed a
metal type that was used to
print Buddhist scriptures,
Kim said.
From the 14th to the 19th
centuries a new dynasty
developed that emphasized
Confucianism, and the
crafts became much simpler and more involved
with humanities.
About 20 years ago folk
art or functional art, as the
Koreans call it, started to
become an accepted art
form. The tiger, which
symbolizes fun and humor,
is often portrayed in folk
art, Kim said

Seung Hee Kim
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Go anywhere
| Greyhound goes.
Andback.

$
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This spring break, if you and your
friends are thinking about heading to
the slopes or the beaches - or just
home for a visit - Greyhound
can take you there for
only $100 or less,
round-trip.
Between now and

March 27,1984,when you show us your
student I.D. card, any round-trip ticket
on Greyhound is $100 or less.
Anywhere Greyhound goes.
So this spring break, give
yourself a real break. Take
Greyhound anywhere, for
$100 or less.

MINI-LECTURE SERIES
"Consensual vs. Coercive Erotica"
given by

Dr. Elizabeth AUgeier
Professor of Psychology
Tues. March 13, 7:30 p.m.
PROUT LOUNGE
FREE!
MMM

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
APARTMENTS
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN!
CLOSE TO REC.CENTER, MOVIE THEATRES, INTRAMURAL FIELDS, FRATERNITY ROW, BANK, FAST
FOODS AND ICE ARtNA.

•Gas heat, hot water and cooking
included.
Tenant pays electric only.
(small monthly electric bill)
•Spacious 2 bdrm. apts. furnished.
ast, dependable, 24 hr.
maintenance.
•In-house laundry centers.
•Plenty of storage area.
•Now accepting applications for
summer and next fall.

Andleave ib/dnvms ID US.

For more information call 353-5982
>fcmp—«i —ammo t««.wo«.

NO CM Mam m*
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Rental office located in Amherst Village
1520 Clough Phone 352-0164
(Behind Wendy's)
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TICKETS AVAILABLE FROM THE WEIGHI ROOM LOCAJSP IN THE

DON'T MISS THIS!

Greyhound's Spring Break

Support

Office Hrs.: 9-5 Mon.-Fri. 8-2 Sat.

|

Morch of Dimes:

• BASH RIPROCK'S'BASH RIPROCKS'BASH RIPROCK
<f>

BASH
RIPROCK'S
120 W. WOOSTER

354-3939
Delivery Hours: 5:PM-Close Daily
Hours: Sunday: Noon-11:00 PM
Mon.-Wed.:11:AM-11:PM
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.:11 :AM-11 :PM

SUBSATION
50c OFF
ANY BASH RIPROCK'S
SUB SANDWICH
GOOD MARCH 8.9,10
THURS* FRI.« SAT.
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Student creates own teaching program
by Shelly Trusty
reporter

When student teacher Patty Schalk
had a "Big Mac Attack" in Scotland,
she had to wait until she got to London
to visit a McDonald's since Scotland
doesn't have them.
Schalk, a University student, spent
fall semester Student teaching in
Glasgow, Scotland.
No formal program to take University student teachers to Europe exists, but Schalk wanted to teach in
Europe. She contacted Dr. Malcomb
Campbell, a professor in the College
of Education, for help.
There are three international exchange programs in which University
student teachers can participate: Bogata, Columbia; Rio De Janeiro, Brazil; and Montreal, Canada.
"I didn't want to go to Latin Amer-

ica, and Canada seemed too close,"
Schalk said. "I love to travel. I am a
great traveler.
"The whole thing took a lot of correspondence," she laid. "I was on National Student Exchange to Montana
when I planned this with Dr. Campbell. He corresponded a lot with the
people in Glasgow, and I corresponded with nun from Montana.
When I got back, we Just set it all up.
"You could say I'm the guinea pig,"
she said, "I set up my own program
there."
^

'The British government had
raised the financial requirements for
overseas students to participate in
British university life, and I felt that
this was outside of the financial capabilities of students," Campbell added.
Schalk's student teaching was an
experimental program with the Jordanhill College of Education in Glas-

Campbell had a lot to do with
Schalk's exchange. "Back six or
seven years ago, we did have a program with the University of Edinburgh which permitted Bowling
Green students to attend classes as
well as student teach, but I finally
called it off," be said.

"She made this program because
she wanted to do her student teaching
in Scotland," he said. "I had friends
in Glasgow, and I was able to develop
this possibility for Patty.

Campus life tried
by elder students
by Bon Marrljon
repot'er

Students 60 years of age
and older will be joining
the typically younger students in the dorms this
summer when the international educational program, Elderhostel, brings
men and women over 60 on
campus to attend classes.
Elderhostel, which gets
its name from the European Youth-hostel, is an
organization that permits
men and women over the
age of 60, or who have a
spouse or companion participating, to enroll in liberal arts and science
courses that explore aspects of the human experience.
"The students will be
treated the same as ordinary students, going
through what most students go through when
they come to the University," Lorene Malanowski,
campus coordinator, said.
"They will live in the residence halls, eat the cafeteria food, and have the
University faculty as their
professors."
The University, which is

352-0564

hosting the program for
the first time, wUlbe one of
15 Ohio universities accepted for the Elderhostel
program.
According to the organization's catalog, the pro!;ram is "first and
oremost an educational
program, not a recreational or sight-seeing
trip."
The three courses to be
offered in the program
here will be "Our Geographical
World,"
r
'Backstage Broadway,"
and "Who Says Media and
Politics Don't Mix," Malanowski said.
Malanowski anticipates
about 35 on-campus and 10
commuting students. She
said the group will be on
campus for seven days,
beginning Sunday evening,
July 8, and ending on Saturday morning, July 14.
The organization has
branches in Canada, Europe, Israel and the United
States. In 1983 there were
almost 70,000 participants
of which 44,000 were summer students. Elderhostel
anticipates 58,000
hers this summer.

E

"I think that she (Schalk) had a real
good experience. The question is,
where do we go from here?" Campbell said.

"My hope is that, of course, this
program in Glasgow will expand, but

at this point in time I really can't give
a definite answer," Campbell said.
"In order for this program to be
established, three important things
have to happen. One, we have to have
insurance on this end that the student
teacher will have a positive experience. Then we have to reach an
agreement between the Jordanhill
College of Education to develop a
formal progam. Finally, and the most
important, the Glasgow program
would have to be approved by our
International Education Committee,
and it would have to be demonstrated
that the development of this program
will in no way be detrimental to our
already existing student teaching programs.
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NEWL0VE MANAGEMENT
PRIVATE AREA: 228 S. COLLEGE
* 2 blocks from campus

* 1 bedroom furnished or
unfurnished
* Laundry room on premsies
* Free heat * Water * Sewer
* Security lights
* Large yard & Private entrance
352-5620 328 S. Main 352-1165
IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
0

WEHAVETHCCkWEI

1450 E. Wooster

ALL-U-CAN-EAT
CHICKEN
Potato and
Salad Bar...$4.25

■«•• LAMEST AND
MOST COMPLITC
laSPOUT FACILITY'
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SPECIAL GOOD ALL DAY!

The Institute for
Paralegal Training
works.
So do its graduates.
four months of intensive training can
add market value to your college degree.
A sampling of jobs our graduates hold:
LEGISLATIVE RESEARCHER, MUNICIPAL BOND PARALEGAL,
REAL ESTATE MARKETING DIRECTOR.
ESTATES k TRUSTS LEGAL ASSISTANT, ENERGY .SPECIALIST.
ANTITRUST SPECIALIST, CORPORATE BENEFITS PLANNER.
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SPECIALIST
• Through our corporate contacts, our national search team
and our computerized placement service, we have placed over
5,000 of our graduates in law firms, banks and corporations
nationwide.
• You can specialize in one of seven areas of the law
• All courses include training in computer applications to legal
liYoucan study in Philadelphia or in Houston.
• Financial aid and housing are available.

To learn more, caU collect:
(215) 5674811 Or. return
the coupon.
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CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS
(NEXT TO STERLING & DORSEY DRUGS)
PHONE 352-9302 (24 HRS.)
THE IDEAL LOCATION FOR CONVENIENCE, COMFORT AND
SAFETY!
CAMPUS MANOR IS A 2 MINUTE WALK FROM ADM.
BUILDING. MOST CLASSROOMS AND OVER 20 RETAIL
SHOPS.
WE FEA TURK 2 BEDROOM FULL Y FURNISHED
APARTMENTS WITH:
CARPETING - GARBAGE DISPOSAL - CABLE T. V. LAUNDRY- SPACIOUS CLOSETS - AIR
CONDITIONING - PARKING A T YOUR FRONTDOOR
- FAST EFFICIENT ON SITE MANAGEMENT A
MAINTENANCE
SECURITY LIGHTING - STEEL DOORS WITH
DOUBLE LOCKS -1 1/2 BATHS

-FLEXIBLE PA YMENT TERMS-

Well be at your campus on March 29
Contact your placement office to see our resource book on
law-related careers and to arrange for a group presentation
or a personal interview.
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CAMPUS MANOR HAS NEW OWNERSHIP AND MANY OF OUR
APARTMENTS WILL BE COMPLETELY REDECORATED FOR FALL.
VISIT OUR OFFICE/MODEL #B-I5, TODAY AND RESERVE YOUR APT.
FOR FALL '•$ OR SUMMER. OPEN DAILY, MON.-SAT. - ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES.

YOU CAN LIVE AT CAMPUS MANOR
FOR 443.00 PER MONTH (4 person apartment)!

ALL UTILITIES FURNISHED
EXCEPT LIGHTS.

33.00
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WINTER SPECIAL
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Rebuilding toe Humaaities Conference - The English Department is
sponsoring a forum entitled "Humanizing the Humanities" at 8 p.m. in the
Town Room of tile Student Union.
Free and open to the public.

Iatenatfanal ReUtioas Association
- There will be a meeting held at 5:30
C.m. in the Taft Room of the Student
nion. Open to all.
Bible Study - Revelations will be
discussed at 8:30 pjn. in the United
Christian Fellowship Center.
Dateline, a daily service of the
Csscert - The University Perform- News, lists dates and times of campus
ing Dancers will perform at 8 p.m. in events. Submissions by all organisathe Main Auditorium of University tions are welcome and must be turned
Hall. Tickets cost $1.50 for students in typed and double spaced one weak
and 8150 for adults.
prior to the event.

"I'm really optimistic about this
program. I think it will happen,"
Campbell added.

WINTEft SPECIAL

$5.75

-dateline—
Thursday March 8
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PANEL DISCUSSION
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"Minorities on the BGSU Campus,
Past, Present and Future"

Featuring:
Rev. Floyd Rose, President NAACP, Toledo
Mr. Don Viapree, Alumi, BGSU^Dr. W.O. Stone, Ethnic Studies Dept., BGSU
Dr. E.A. Champion, Ethnic Studies Dept., BGSU
Dr. R.L. Perry, Ethnic Studies Dept., BGSU
Sponsored by:
V'Tto/rf WoV7dG7a^
African Peoples Association (APA)
Black Student Union (BSU)

state/world—
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WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.
NOW TAKING DEPOSITS FOR FALL

"EARLY BIRD
SPECIAL"
WE PAY HEAT. WATER. CABLE
AND TRASH PICKUP
3 Locations- Napoleon Rd., Palmer Ave.,
Summit St.
$10.00 per month OFF rent if lease
is signed by March 31st.
1 & 2 BDRM APTS
Furnished & Unfurnished
400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135
Weekends 9-5:00

(

Saturdays 10-3:00

Evenings by Appt.

CASH AND CARRY SPECIALS
next to the Dairy Queen

Long stem
RED ROSES

$10/Doz.

Fancy
CARNATIONS

$5/Doz.

White
DAISIES

WASHINGTON (AP) Senate Majority Leader
Howard Baker Jr., RTenn., said yesterday be is
"very hopeful" the Senate
soon will approve a school
prayer compromise endorsed by President Reagan, despite opponents'
threats to block an early
teat vote.
Sen. Lowell Weicker, RConn., the leading foe of a
proposed constitutional
amendment to permit offii sponsored prayer in
c schools, held to his
at to prevent a Senate
vote on the compromise in
the next few days.
"He's going to try to stop

COLUMBUS (AP)-Calling it "Crime Victims'
Day" in the Ohio Senate,
members approved by
overwhelming margins
yesterday a six-bill package to protect those affected by crime.
Judiciary Chair Michael
Schwanwalder, D-Columbus. and other sponsors
said the legislation is
needed because historically, the state's criminal

Baker engineered drafting the compromise, with
the help of such conservatives as Sens. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C; Orrin
Hatch, R-Utah, and Jesse
Helms, R-N.C, to bridge
disputes among amendment supporters over such
issues as silent vs. spoken
prayer and thus improve
the measure's chances of
passage.
Although Baker was reluctant yesterday to predict outright approval by

Justice system has been
rooted in protecting the
of accused crimiHe said the bills, which
were sent to the House,
"take a significant step
toward balancing the
scales of justice in the
state of Ohio."
The sponsors, their bills,
and the Senate votes:
• Sen. Charles Butts, DCleveland, a measure es-

tablishing a citizens' reward for an information
program to be funded with
25 percent of the proceeds
from the sale of unclaimed
and forfeited property held
by police. Approved 3241.
• Sen. Thomas Carney,
D-Girard, a bill requiring
prosecutors to notify victims of serious crimes at
the various stages of the
perpetrator's prosecution,

Buff Apartments

$2

with 4 people

434 E. Wooster
n. ii|i«IW—^fW»Wa

COPIES

1
■■■:■:■:■:

Florida/>
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test vote, but Weicker was
having none of it
"A child is free to pray
today - that's total freedom," he said. But under
the various proposals for a
prayer amendment, "this
freedom would no longer
be total, but would be circumscribed in a certain
way," he said.
Substituting the compromise for the original, Reagan-backed version sent to
the floor by Thurmond's
Judiciary Committee
would require unanimous
consent of the Senate which Weicker says he will
deny.

• Butts, a proposal to
permit neighborhood
groups to ask the state for
authority to employ socalled neighborhood prosecutors to assemble information and witnesses to
crimes and otherwise assist victims in securing
their legal rights. Approved 2WJ.

known" the identity of the
offender. Approved 3M.
• Sen. tee Fisher, DCleveland, a bill creating a
crime victims' assistance
program in the attorney
general's office and creating an advisory board to
review and rule on claims
for financial assistance.
The funding for this bill
was made subject to budget deliberations for the
state's next biennium,
starting July 1, 1985. Approved 27-6.
The six-billpackage was
drafted in Schwarzwalder's committee, where he
said the members saw
"the need to sensitize the
courts and their officers to
the needs and interests of
these citizens... " he said.
Some Republicans opposed parts of the package.
Sen. Richard Finan of Cincinnati said the neighborhood prosecutor bill, for
Instance, would "create
another bureaucracy for
the state to pay for."

HOWARD'S <

BUGS

$24.50 thousand
(Sam* Original)
(Same Day Service)
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including any plans for
plea bargaining or early
release. Approved SM.

1000+..
Think of Us!
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Senate leaders were
Xr to put the comprolanguage to a quick

'.iJjBjtS'" **-*hould have

Open 7 Days '

wmmmmms

m

THE ORIGINAL version, which specified only
spoken prayer, clearly
lacked enough support for
passage, Baker said, but
''it's within the range of
possibility" that the compromise had attracted
added support from wavering senators.

• Schwarzwalder, a proposal to waive the one-year
statute of limitations on
civil actions growing out of
criminal acts. The statute
of limitations would begin
to run at the time the vic-

CAU K2-7182 Bttwam 3-7 r* Aik tV Bdi
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the required two-thirds
majority of the Senate, or
67 votes, be said the new
language had "changed
the landscape" and "I'm
very hopeful
that we can
14 «r
pass it.'

• Sen. Richard Pfeiffer
Jr., D-Columbus, a measure which requires prosecutors to allow victims or
their families to attend trials and present evidence or
opinions to the court - a
followup to Carney's bill
requiring notification of
victims. Approved 35-0.

No* renting for 1984-85
2 bdrm. furnished Apts.
Heat, Sewage, Water & Cable paid
for by owner
*585.00 per semester per person

Variety of colorful CINERARIA plants
352-2002

schools to set aside a
prayer time. It also would
allow volunteer religious
groups to use school buildings.

Trying to help out the victims

$2/Doz.

6 inch pots

it, absolutely," said Sue
Kennedy, a Weicker aide.
"I would certainly not
expect to see a vote on any
constitutional amendment
for the next several
weeks," Weicker said.
Reagan, who made
school prayer a major issue on his election-year
agenda, was shown the language and reported to approve changes that would
provide for silent as well as
spoken prayers in the
schools.
The revised measure
would forbid government
authorities not only to compose a prayer but to designate the words to be
recited, or even to compel

Ohio Senate passes anti-crime bills

Myles' Flowers

r

School prayer compromise forseen
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325 E. Wooster (Across from Taco Bell)

m

ENCHILADAS SUPREME
$3.95

m

Entire Month of March

■

The Best
MEXICAN FOOD
In Town

A Place
To Move Together
1532 South Byrne Road, Toledo, Ohio 43614
382-1876

PJ

SUNDANCE
332-1092

STADIUM CINEMA 1*2

TONIGHTth
MARCH 8
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MAJOR STUDIO SNEAK PREVIEW
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT
Sergeant Major Zack
Carey believed in Truth,
Justice and the
American Way...until a
•mall-town sheriff
•et him up...
i

Let RENEE'S prepare you
for
SPRING BREAK!
mm

ill,::

APARTMENTS

JAMES GARNER

■*.*

Sponsored by Budwiser, Bud-light, and Coppertone

PW

Sergeant Major
Zack Carey la
going to try
something a little
different!
EXPEfaacE

m

TWO BOUTS!

Vt BLOCK TO CAMPUS

WE PAY YOUR GAS HEAT/
COOKING * CABLE TV
2 Bedrooms: furnished or unfurnished
Leasing for summer and fall
Rental Office:
Beat Western Falcon Plata Motel

** across from Harshman Dorm **
352-4671 (day)

"TaWT AT 9:15 IMMEDIATELY AFTER
BROADWAY DANNY ROSE''

862-1800 (everting)

ask for Tom
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Story by Nancy Beach
Photos by Patrick Sandor

SOME people have all the right moves, even at age nine.
Making those moves is particularly important when you're learning karate in this case
as part of the University's Continuing Education program. Karate for Kids
Instructor Dave Hatas said he got started teaching the kids, whose ages range from 9 to 13,
through the recommendation of his own Instructor.
"1 was a brown belt at the time and the idea came up for a class for kids, and he (the
instructor) wanted to know if I was interested." Hatas said.
Hatas says that karate teaches hand-eye coordination, control, discipline and balance to kids,
and can even have an effect on their behavior outside the classes.
He cited cases of two different kids in his advanced class, which is given on Saturdays
from 11:30 to 1:00 p.m. (Beginners are taught from 10:00 to 11:30). One girl, who was very
timid at the start of lessons, has since become less afraid of other children, while one boy
who was constantly fighting with others at school has become less aggressive and will walk away
when other children try to pick a fight.
Hatas said this Illustrates the Oriental principle of yin and yang. which represent passive and
active forces in Chinese philosophy. The two forces are complementary to each other; thus the

*■»''"■ ■"* ■»"■»'

With a determined expression. Shad King, age 10, assumes the karate fighting position, while keeping his eyes on the instructor.
Burke Lindhal. above right, age 9. learns the art of self control as an instructor kicks a foot close to his face in order to build
self confidence and trust in the young karate students.

Young students, above, are lead through a
series of karate exercises by Instructor Jay
Hasselschwert, age IS. At right, John Graves,
age 14, shows the correct way to execute a
karate kick to Charlie Bateson, age 10, who
then tries for himself in the photo at far
right.
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aggressive kids more controlled.
The principle of yln and yang Is one of many Oriental principles (hat kids have to learn along
with their physical techniques. In order to progress from the beginner's white belt to the expert's
Mack belt, the kids need to leam how to count in Oriental languages and understand important
Oriental tenets. After they pass the written test, they can take the physical test, where they
demonstrate facility in technique.
When the student is tested, a board of five black belts will watch the student and recommend
his passage to the next step if his performance is satisfactory.
Earning a black belt is difficult and takes a long time, Hatas said, especially if karate
training begins at an early age. Since classes are held only once a week, it takes from 20 to 30
weeks to pass from one level to the next, and the youngest a kid can test for a black belt is age
18. This means that a kid may have been taking karate for as long as nine years by the time he
reaches the appropriate age to take the test.
"I'd say that one out of every 60 kids that take this class will eventually go on to earn a black
belt." Hatas said.
But, besides earning belts and developing technique, having fun and getting exercise is a good
reason for taking karate, as Burky Lindahl. age nine, can attest to. Burky's interests are varied ••
he is also currently second chair violin with the Bowling Green Youth Orchestra.
His father and mother, Lloyd and Sherry Lindahl, enrolled Burky in the class because he heard
about it and wanted to join.
"My mother said I could come to the class if I practiced hard for a performance I had to
give and did a good job. I did, and so now I get to come," Burky said.
Bgrky has won many awards for his prowess with the violin and is interested in improving his
technique in karate as well.
Hatas says that sometimes kids are pushed by their parents to learn karate, and how well they do
often depends on the amount of actual interest they develop.
Also, some kids want to join the class just so they can r.how off on the playground and pick
on other kids, but Hatas says he strictly enforces the rule that karate is only to be practiced in the
class.
"If I hear of anyone who is fighting with other kids out of class, they're out of here.''
Hatas said.
Hatas says he likes teaching kids and the difference between them and adults is that every
small move must be shown to a kid and that they are more excited about discovering what their
bodies can do.
"With an adult, you show them the moves, they do them and that's about it." Hatas said. "With
kids, you have to say 'no. your hand goes this way, see?" and you have to show them step by step.
Some of the kids who came in here at first couldn't do anything, and now they're learning that
they have control over their own bodies."

sports
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BG faces Hurons in tourney opener
by Tom Hltak
sports ediig

5th Annual Triathlon
Saturday, April 28th

The two teams have met
twice before this season,
with Bowling Green coming away with both victories over Eastern
Michigan, by an average
winning margin of 13
points.
But this weekend's matchup will take place in the
Mid-American Conference
basketball tournament in
Rockford, 111. And when
the Falcons, the tourney's
third tournament seed,
meet the sixth-seed in a

Ralndate: April 29th
Distance Of events: S*m ■ 1 mile Cycle • 24 mfaiindmiuaM & 12 miles (teams) Run - 9 mite
Divisions: indmkuk. males or female learns Coed predidion

For more
Information
call 372-2711

Sip Up By April 6 in Ihe Student Recreation Cento
Participants meeting March 7.930PM. (Mesanrel

NKWLOVE MANAGEMENT
"AVOID THETONG WALKS TO CAMPUS"
"ELECTRIC RATES ARE GOING DOWN"
JUST A FEW APARTMENTS LEFT

All are 2 bdrm., carpeted, furnished
and have laundry facilities
328 S. Mum

&
TIKE OUT
SANDWICHES

the "GRINDER" sub sandwich, our most famous, a full pound!
Polish ham. kosher salami, onion cheese, provolone, lettuce, tomato,
pickle, mustard, oil and vinegar dressing
$2.98

A small, highly selective MBA Program has
been designed by The Ohio State
University to provide professional
management education to students with
nonbusiness academic backgrounds This
two-year fulltime program:
i facilitates a high level of student and
faculty-student; Interaction
has no prerequisite course wonV
is especially attractive to students
with liberal arts, scientific, and other
nonbusiness backgrounds
is buift upon tightly integrated study
of foundation management tools and
concepts
offers the opportunity to concentrate
in one or two management fields
through elective course work
is offered by one of the top 25
schools accredited by the American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business
Last years graduates were very successful
in finding career opportunities. Examples
of positions they selected are:
• assistant to the chief executive officer.
Midland Mutal Life
• field marketing manager.
Ford Motor Company

the "CHICAGO ROAST BEEF BUN" top round roast beef on
a tangy onion bun with sharp cheddar cheese, lettuce, mustard, mayo.
deli dressing
$2.59
the "WARZYRUEBEN" Chicago corned beef on Jewish rye with
sauerkraut, swiss cheese and special mustard
$2.59
SALADS. SNACKS. BEER. COFFEE. WINE. SODA.
DESSERTS. CHEESES. FRUIT. CANDIES.

family owned and operated mince 1962 *

'*
10M North Mala
Bomrllaa; Gr««»
151 8434

VISA • AMERICAN EXPRESS • MASTERCARD
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THE BROTHERS OF
KAPPA SIGMA

RUSH CHAIRMAN
KITCHEN STEWARD
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
PUBLIC RELATIONS
COMMUNICATION CHAIRMAN
LB/SIS ADVISOR.
PLEDGE EDUCATOR.
HOUSE MANAGER
IFC REPRESENTATIVE
ALUMNI CHAIRMAN
ATHLETIC CHAIRMAN
ASST. TREASURER.
SPECIAL EVENT

TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) Pat Tabler drove in four
runs and three Cleveland
pitchers combined on a
three-hitter as the Indians
routed the California Angels 11-1 in the baseball
exhibition season opener
for both teams Wednesday.
Neal Heaton pitched
three hitless innings for the
zler pitched one-hit ball
over the last three innings.
Starter Rick Sutcliffe allowed the lone Angel run
on Daryl Sconiers' RBI
single in the first. •
Cleveland scored twice
in the fourth inning on
Andre Thornton's RBIdouble and Tabler's run-scoring groundout.

THE INDIANS broke the
Same open with six runs in
»e fifth inning. Tony Bernazard singled home one
run before the Indians
loaded the bases and Tabler cleared {hem with a
line double.
Mike Hargrove tripled
home Tabler and George
Vukovich capped the outburst with an RBI single.
Veteran left-hander
Tommy John started for
California, tossing three
hitless, scoreless innings,
and Jim Slaton allowed one
hit over 2 2-3 innings.
But the Indians touched
Vicente Romo and Frank
LaCorte for 11 hits and 11
runs.

Sign up now for

WINE TASTING
WORKSHOP

Thai Ohio Stale University

MARCH 29
7:30 pji. - 9:00 p.m.
3.00 due upon sitn-up in MO office.

BGSC1 GOSPEL
CHOIR PRESENTS

BOWLING TOURNAMENT

SATURDAY MARCH 10
BUCKEYE ROOM OF THE UNION

"FESTIVAL
OF CHOIRS"
Sat., March 10, 1984
8 a.m.-10 p.m.
Kobacker Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center
Registration begins at 8 a.m.
00

'2

Charge for workshops, dinner and concert.

Look Great For 1

Spring Break

SPONSORED BY PABST BEER
WINNERS ANNOUNCED
AT HAPPY HOURS

SPECIAL THANKS TO THE PREVIOUS
OFFICERS FOR A JOB WELL DONE!

mm ummmmmm

Tribe trounces
California, 11-1

GAMMA PHI BETA

ANDY HOGAN
TONY SOUGHAN
RUDY NOVAK
MKE HARLOW
CONRAD WOLF
TOM SCHNEIDER
RICK MANNER
.ERIC AUCIELLO
ANDY COLLINS
ERIC GRACE
BRIAN FARRELL
RICK GARDLNEAR
BILL ALTMAN
BRIAN FOUST
JIM CANEPA
JIM MCANN
TDITEGGE
RON ENGSTROM
TIM TEGGE
JEFF VEITH
BRIAN DEAN
BRIAN FOUST

KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE KE K£ K

• management trainee with an
international assignment.
„
Chase Manhattan Bank
• assistant product manager.
PMsbury
• financial analyst.
Hewlitt Packard
. . • inventory-Control manager.
IBM Corporation
• account executive.
Merrill Lynch
• consultant.
Price Waterhouse
• management trainee with an
international assignment.
Proctor and Gamble
For a brochure describing this program
and application information, please
contact:
Diractor. MBA Programs
The Ohio State Unh/eraKy
112 Hagarty Hat
I77S College Road
Columbus. Ohio 43210-1399
614-422-8511

the NCAA's at this level."
THE HURONS that BG
will face in tomorrow
night's game, finished the
regular season with an 1116 record, 8-10 in the MAC.
EMU placed two players,
6-foot-2 Fred Cofield and 69 Vince Giles on the AllMAC second team. Cofield
averaged 15.4 points per
game, while Giles chipped
in with almost 12 points per
outing.
Not to be mismatched,
BG's David Jenkins was an
All-MAC first-teamer, averaging almost 18 ppg.,
while Colin Irish received
second team honors at just
under 15 ppg.
Although BG romped
past the Hurons in regular
season play, with 60-44 and
82-71 victories, respectively, it's ii teresting to
note that BG and EMU are
the only MAC teams to
qualify for the post-season
tournament in every year
of its five-year existence.
"They always say its
tough to beat a team three
times in a row," Weinert
said. "And I don't know if
the kids have grown com61acent. But every kid's
loughts about the team
are different. Some could
be fired up, while others
may not. But I just told
them it's just like we're
starting over when you get
in the tournament.'

wave, having won six out
of its last seven games,
including an 81-63 walloping of Toledo last Saturday. The Hurons
meanwhile, have dropped
four straight games, finishing with a 60-15 loss to
Miami on Monday night in
a make-up game delayed
by last week s snowstorm.
Miami, the number one
seed in the "MACnificent
Seven'' tourney, received a
first round bye, and will
play its first game against
the winner of the Northern
Illinois-Toledo contest. If
BG is victorious Friday, it
would meet the winner of
the Kent State-Ohio University game.
The Falcons must win
three games to capture the
MAC playoff
championship, and an automatic berth in the NCAA
pott-season tournament.
"I was lucky to go to the
NCAA's three times with
St. Joe's (St. Joseph's of
Indiana, where Weinert
coached before coining to
BG), but that was at the
college division," Weinert
said.
"And most of the guys on
this year's team have gone
to the NIT (National Invitational Tournament) and
been here for some MAC
championships. But we've
never won the playoffs,
and it would be nice to go to

JOIN THE FUN AT THE

Are proud to announce
their 1984-85 Officers
GRAND MASTER.
GRAND PROCULATOR
GRAND MAS. of CER
GRAND SCRIBE
GRAND TREASURER.
GUARDS

5:1

Master off Business Administration

"NEW" the "HOT OVEN GRINDER" sub sandwich. Italian
style Genoa salami, provolone cheese, pepperoni. mozzarella cheese.
peperoncini peppers and spaghetti sauce on French bread
24 OUNCES'
$3.29

KE
w

5:6
5:5
7:5
2:1
3:1
3:1

Exciting and Challenging Career Opportunities

the "KAISER SPECIAL" a combination of imported Polish ham.
white turkey breast, Wisconsin swiss. mustard, mayo, lettuce on a
crisp Kaiser roll
$2.59

340© GL.d.l. at Byra*
Soathlaad Skoppl.g Caatar
3S2-565*

Miami
Ohio
Toledo
BG
E. Mich.
N. 111.
KSCJ

- Apply to be a member
of the 1984-85
Intramural Advisory Board.
- Applications, may be obtained from
intramural office in Room 108 SRC.
- Deadline for applications
is Wednesday. March 14th.

352-1168

DELICATESSEN l(
WINE SHOP

Danny Sheridan, the oddsrnaker for USA TODAY, established odds
against winning the conference tournament
for every major school
in the country. Here are
his choices in the MidAmerican Conference.

I Do you want to have an
active voice in
university
intramurals?

* 520 E. Reed * 525 E. Merry * 507 E. Merry

352-5620

semi-final game tomorrow
night at 7 p.m. (Central
Standard Time), the outcome is far from finalized.
"I think any of the seven
teams in the tournament
could win it," BG coach
John Weinert said. "This is
a new season now. With the
old way of having the tournament with the games
played on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, the
teams had a chance to rest.
But now with possibly
three games in three days,
anybody could win it."
BG IS entering the tournament on the crest of a

MARKS PIZZA PUB 5:PM-8:PM

L

$ GOES TO THE CAMP FOR SPECIAL GIRLS

with a

'5.25 Haircut
at
Mini Mall Beauty

190 S. Main St.
in the Mini Mall
352-7658
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All-Star game tabs BG's Pikul, Samanski
Bowline Green seniors
Mike Pikul and John
Samanski became the
fourth and fifth Falcon
Hockey players ever to be
selected to play in the
American Hockey Coaches
Association East-West College All-Star Game.
The fifth-annual all-star
game, which will be held
for the first time at the RPI
Field House on the campus
of the Rennsselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy,
N.Y., is scheduled for Sunday. March 25 at 7:30 p.m.
Pikul and Samanski
were both instrumental in
leading the Falcon icers
(31-6-2) to their third successive Central Collegiate
Hockey Association
Championship and a berth
in Friday's CCHA semi-final round contest against
Western Michigan at Joe
Louis Arena in Detroit.
They Join former Falcons George McPhee,

Brian MacLellan and
Brian Hills as college allstars. McPhee and MacLellan played in the 1962
classic in Minneapolis,
MR, site of the first four
games. Hills was selected
in 'S3, but did not participate.
Pikul, a 5-foot-9 defenseman and co-captain
of this year's Falcon team,
ranks among BG's top 10
career assist leaders with
104 to his credit. His top
offensive showing this year
was a four-point night at
Michigan on Jan. 6. Last
weekend in the CCHA
quarter-finals, he scored
three points on successive
nights, tallying two goals
in Friday's 7-3 win over
Lake Superior.
Samanski, a six-foot center Iceman who was named
to the all-CCHA second
team on Monday, ranks
among the top 10 Falcons
scorers af all time with 72

Indians' Franco
ready to improve
TUCSON, Ariz. (AP) - Cleveland Indians' shortstop
Julio Franco says he's not resting on the laurels of his
brilliant rookie season.
"I'm working on everything just like I did, and Just as
hard as I did in my first year," said Franco. "I'm
working 100 percent, and if you can give 110 percent, I
will."
The slender and speedy 22-year-old from the Dominican Republic came to the Indians on Dec. 9,1962, in a
trade with the Philadelphia Phillies.
He hit .273 for Cleveland as a rookie last year, with
eight home runs, 80 runs batted in and 32 stolen bases.
Franco also played erratically - but sometimes spectacularly - at shortstop.
"Julio can go as far as he wants to. He has a lot of
skills." said Indians' hitting instructor Bobby Bonds.
AMONG THE FOREMOST of Franco's skills is his
quick bat. After starting slowly in the early weeks of last
season, he showed more hitting punch than any Cleveland middle lnfielder since Woody Held in the early 1960s.
Franco says there is no mystery to his hitting ability.
"When you love something and do it right, you Just
enjoy doing it. Palways have confidence," he said.
With the Indians desperately lacking power, Franco is
looked upon by some as a possible source of the long ball.
But Bonds said that may have to wait.
"That (the power) will come in time." said Bonds, who
hit 332 home runs in a 14-season major league career.
"He's still young and he hasn't been in the major leagues
for long. He hits the ball well up the alleys, uses all the
field and if a pitcher makes a mistake, he can hit the ball
out.
"But you don't want him to try to hit for power. That
would begin to take away from so many of the things he
can do," Bonds said.
"The act of rape on an 8 year old body is a matter of the
needle giving, because the camel can't." M.A.
"I Know Why The Caged Bird Sings."
•

Appearing

•

March 12
8:00 p.m.
Moore Musical Arts Bldg.
(Kobacker Hall)
Lecture/Poetry Reading
from the author of
Actress, Author, Singer "1 Know Why The Caged Bird Sings"
Maya Angelou
ADMISSION FREE

DELTA GAMMA IS PROUD TO
ANNOUNCE THEIR NEW INITIATES;.
Katherine Baxa
Amy Beach
Paula Brody
Susan Burrows
Linda Eggert
Jill Floig
Mary Friedl
Kelly Fry
Lori Gerken
Christine Kardd
Amy M'Farland
Kathy Meyers
Michele Middleton
Michele Nemes
•
Betsy Papenhagen
Lisa Passov
Kristin Peterson
Monique Silverwood
Vickey Sullivan
Monica Thein
Jennifer VanDerberg
Kristine Vesely
Christy Wilkinson
CONOKATULATIONSI

goals and 91 assists1 in his
career. Named BG's
Syer of the week three
«s this season, he is a
leading member of the Falcon power play with five
goals on the specialty
team. Samanski had a fivepoint game Feb. 18 against
Michigan-Dearborn.

briefs
Fencing remits
Bowling Green Club
Fencing team participated
in the seven team Case
Western Reserve Invitational in February. The club
walked away with favorable results against the
varsity competition.
The Falcon women's foil
team defeated Purdue, 9-7.
Oberlin College, 14-2. and
CWRU 12-4 behind the efforts of Patti Cowan, Chris
McHenry, Kathy Pankow,
and Nicky Ashenfelter.

BG's Men's epee team
beat OC, 6-3, CWRU, 5-4,
and upset a strong Michigan State team 5-4, led by
Falcons David Dilworth,
Rick Strickfaden, and
Craig Cowie. The men's
foil team defeated OC, 5-4,
and PU, 6-3 through fine
fencing of Juan Gamero,
Terry Leroux, and David
Woods.
Ticket Information
The Bowling Green State
University Athletic Department has announced
the following plans for
ticket distribution if the
Falcon hockey team wins
the Central Hockey Association playoffs this weekend and hosts the NCAA
quarterfinal playoff on Friday and Saturday, March
16-17.
The Memorial Hall
Ticket Office will be open
from noon until 5 p.m. on
Sunday, March 11, and

from 9 a.m. until 6 p.m. on
Monday March 12, for season ticket holders to claim
their regular-season seats
and any additional reserved seats they wish to
purchase. Reseved tickets
will not be held beyond 6
E.m. on Monday for ticket
oldera.
Student All-Sports Pass
holders may purchase general admission tickets on
Sunday and Monday during ticket office hours on
those days.
Starting at 9 a.m. on
Tuesday, March 13, any
remaining reserved and
Seneral admission seat
ckets will go on sale to the
general public and all stuTickets are priced at $7
for chair reserved seats, 16
for bench reserved seats
and 64 for general admission.

SKI CUJS PARTV « PARTV PARTV PAHTV PARTY PARTY PAHTV PAHTV PART?

BGSU SKI CLUB
Come to the Election Party
°o* at Melanies
TOHITE, March B
9:00 pm-voting at 9:30
Call 362-0011 lor more Info.

DO YOU WANT TO MAKE A SIGNIFICANT
DIFFERENCE IN THE LIVES OF PEOPLE
WHO NEED HELP?
You an by btaminv i Link mlunt$#.
Make application now- deadline April 11th
If selected, you may become one of the LINK family of
people who help others live their lives more fully.
For more information:

Call 332-5387 or 1-800-4729411
or
Com. to 525 Pike St., Bowling Groon
Be a ''helping connection."

WHOLE HOUSE FOR RENT!
S2\ Ridge Street /beside the Powder Puff)
12208 £ Gypsy Lone Road
228 dough Street
338 #. Moin Street (comer of Ridge end Moin)
724 £ Wooster Street
GREEN BRIAR INC.
552-0717

PARTY PARTY PARTY PARTY PARTY PARTY PARTY PARTY PARTY PARTY PARTY

Plan now tor the 1984 School Year

Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Road Bowling Green, OH 352-1195

WFAL AND BUTTONS

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

COLLEGE LD. NIGHT

•all utilities included *gas heat •laundry
facilities •drapes •carpet • party & game room
•swimming pool • sauna
$270-furnished
$250-unfurnished

"*- c**flOSR-^i

THURSDAY MARCH 8th

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$280-fumished
$265-unfumished Plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage

FREE BUS RIDES FROM THE UNION.
Buses Leave 8:00, 8:45, 9:15, 10:00

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furnished
$200-unfumished
all utilities included, separate bedroom

- Prizes given away on the bus from WFAL
- Drink specials on hand

Fraa imnMrtMi li CierrivwM Health spi aim line.

BGSCTS NEW PARTY PLACE
ON
x5>

Thursday Night

^jf

,<*&>

<ft£*206
Buses Leaving
Union Oval at
8:00, 8:45
9:30, 10:15

%

is

BGSU COLLEGE I.D
BEER BLAST
THURSDAY
Show Your Valid BGSU I.D.
for FREE ADMISSION!
25481 Route 25, Perrysburg
874-2253

o

10 bg newt/march 8, 1964

March 8. 1884

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
AttenBon AMA
lor chssrpenson
Friday, March 9
OCM / 2020

Al afladhtts
are due by
put Kan n

BACCHUS meets weekly pn
Weoneedeys a 8 00 p m. In BI & Lite
Sdpnc* Bug Htfti your chance lo
get mokred! Evarvpnt welcome
Choice (Gay Student Union)
meeeng looighl at 8 30 X Fktsglous
Ed Am « St Thomae Mora TNp
•W'"RM Man Don't EM OucheRoal Woman Do." a workshop on
gandar row iiaraotyping a dating
raajaonanpa Al walcoma to attend!"
Tha International Bllallane Aseodetkm Is invftlng al paopla ntaraatad
« Inn naawona to coma to today's
mating, Us 6.30 PM n ma Ian
Fkxm ol trie Union.
Thara «• ba an ■ lac national Raa>
sons AaaocJaPon mailing today at
S 30 In tha Tan room pi tna Union Al
ere welcome
Urnvereity Partormmg Dancara
March 8- 10. 8:00 pm.
Main Auditorium
Students it SO Adults $2 50
Tickets Avaaable At Doc

LOST AND FOUND
Lost Kay nng .rlh 1 kay Loal on
Wpoatar between Quads and Rodoara. (Tenner shoe shape hay ring.)
Ftoeee cal Tracy. 372-5H39

RIDES

ALL COHOUROV BAOQCS 60X
OFF Jaana N Thmga 831 ados St
OPEN tofa Tl 8:00 pm.
ALPHA LAMtOA DELTA MEMKM:
DOHT MBS OUR TUP TO BUTTONS ON MARCH 101 tftlT*
QOMQ TO PARTY WITH THE UT
CHAPTER F YOU WANT TO JOB*
US. MEET M FRONT OF THE UMON
AT 8-00 PM. FlaSE PASSES TO
QET t, VMLL BE OWEN ON A FB8T
COME. FUST SERVED BASH. ANYONE WHO CAN DNVE PLEASE
SHOW UP A LITTLE EARLY AND
HELP US ALL GET TO THE FUN!

Apply now lor 1984-85 PROUT
PROORAM. Ptok up tnmt—f at
Raaattnca La. or Main Oeofc In
YOUR he»--Fkrajm by March 12

n

Attention PI Kappa and Bates
gonna w • fOCHn psny rfiHy n«ethe av« ol tha boaJng tourney. aaa
yai « to Bala houaa, u 0'ckx*
aharp. rhe Qamma Phi Betea
ATTENTION I
DON-T MaSS HAPPY HOURS AT
HOLIDAY NN (OXFORD ROOM)
MON MARCH 12 FROM 8-7 PM.
OR SPITZER WaU. BE SPEAKJNQ
ON aVTER\nEW»IQ TECHMOUES
BACCHUS maala weakly on
Wedneedeye at 8 00 p m In 516 Lee
Sctenca Bktg. Here's your chance to
gal ewessedt Everyone matooma

ICE CREAM DELIVERY

NORTH CAROLINA PJOES
Aveeaole lor SPReNO BREAXI
WILMINGTON ANO VrCeWTY
CONTACT GEORGE 352-2807

SERVICES OFFERED
TUTORING
Base Math - Algebra - Calculus
Reading — Grammar — Composition
Cae874-334B alter 6 P m
OAKHURST LEARNNG CENTER

Oeyeuananairtilr
OeiaMetereewMeaa*T

Have a oaaa of lha anjoya
HAPPY HOUR everyday 4-8 pm

aialBiaaWCfraryTlwradaynlghl
or. maitm oayrt tl tram 0:0010*0 (■. Cheek II eat

ST PATBJCK'B MY PARTY
MDMBMY NMHT
BRBtN" PLASTIC CUP SPeCIAll

OOWNTOWN - CeMCI
HEY B Q GREEKS1
PUT APRIL 14. 1983 M YOUR
CALENDAR THE DELTA U BtKE
RACE IS DRAWaNO NEAR
HEY Mil LOWRY
Starling to squirm?
Who haa your roomie screwed up lor
you? Get peyched tor the screw your
roommate Keg Party. March 10th.
GO FOR ITII
ITS COMING'
ONLY 5 WEEKS TIL THE DELTA
UPSA.ON BtKE RACE' PREPARE!

DEAREST TOM HT3EK (» K A
THE sTTUD"): THANK YOU VERY
DEARLY (FROM THE BOTTOM OF
MY HEART) FOR THE LOVELY PERSONAL THE OTHER DAY 0000
LUCK ON GUESSING WMCH
"JEAN- THB IS (-CAUSE WE WONT

TEHI)
OONT GUTTER-OUT1
Be at the Qamma PN Bate Bowing
Toumay fleas ua, In me Unonl
Happy Hours fosowma al Marks
BEE YA THERE!
Oonl Worryl You dkaVt mate It! You
can eta see the Gemma PN Bate
Bowang Toumamanl In tvtog color
and 3-0 ai the Buckeye Room cJ the
Union Sakirday. March 10 kom
1! 30 am to 4 00 pm
SEEYATHEREI
MCT P1TE SAHaTJ A KAREN
U.S.O.. pa**JVKE PRES.
III*, 14th

Jan htoke-Congratuletvjns lor piecing
aa 2nd place PN Tau Baakettal
quean We're so proud to have you
at our saw Love. Your PN Mu
Sralere
JOURNALISM 300
APPLICATIONS
ARE DUE
Lamda Chi'* Oat psyched lor a lunfMad wamvup. War* reedy tor a
dawcaa Basal Tha Alpha Xl'e.

Mr BGSU Body BuSding Contest
Saturday. March 10. 1984 EppHr
South Gym
Prejudging 4 00 PM. Fatal Judging
8:00 PM
Admission $2 00 par show $3.00
tor both
Tickatt avaasWe In tha weight room In
Ina basement ol Eppter South or at
the door

A beHiod rxngratileJona on your
Afche GanvPH Pal levatertng to Matt
Shanahan. We aa love you' Love.
Your Ae>te Paw Slaters

BETA UL 8B3SES ANO DATES. GET
READY FOR A GOOD TeVJE ONLY
TWO MORE DAYS Tl SEMV-FORMAL
BG Recycle Day Saturday. MarehtO.
Irom 9 2 Jaycee Recycle Canter,
PoaRd

Gary Your bogue tools are mounting
onry a law more are naadad to
surpaee tha af-fsne record tor a
. Thr* about •! Doug
0€T PSYCHED FOR THE QAMMA
PM BETA WMPJNQ TOvRNAaaTNTI EXCITEMENT! FUNI TROaHESI BAWONSI CUTE QIRLSI
FOXY QUYSI HAPPY HOURS AT
MARK'S! S»E YA THERE!

CongraaJaAone to Vtokl Parlay and
Denau Carol tor Being inducted Into
Pre Bate Lambda Duieiaei Oatener/
APT. Tha Stetars ol Kappa Pate

QET SYKEO! Tonight!: "Mr England
at Otehl $ pm Cetob.el.jM to loaow al
Howartft. Foaow me crowd

Concvatuueone NoU lor baasg chosen aa Sigma Chi O.aooleart Love.
Your PN Mu SWart.

Happy Anniversary
DOWNTOWN
Celebrate with CINCI

JACK'S BAKERY
HUGE ICE CREAM
SANDWICHES
DELIVERED EVENINGS
354-1001

PM Mu Pancake Sreetlaet tor Pretect Hope. Sunday, March II.
PHI PSI PRIDE IS ON THE MOVE!
PHI PSI PRIOE IS ON THE MOVE1
PHI PSI PRIDE IS ON THE MOVE'
Ptkae Qood luck In the Gamma PM
Bate Bow Hag Toum Sat Wa know
you'll do great! love, your Qamma
Phi Coaches Chris A Jenny.

ST PATRICK'S DAY PARTY
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
GREEN" PLASTIC CUP SPECIAL]
MAIN STREET

RACKETEERS
Next to the Dairy Queen
COLD BEER BALLS &
24 RETURNABLES
8 oz. Bag 99 C
PEPSI (Regular) 2 liter 99C

CIGARETTES carton $7.77
90'/ pack & tax
352-7815

HOLLIS A. MOORE
SERVICE AWARD
Applications Available At:
•
•
•
•
•
•

KAPLAN
Efticitltnil Center

Col Doyi Stei ( WetetnrJ.

536-3701
3550 Stxor Rd.

*M1

Do you Uka volleyball?
Do you lake recouetbeU?
Then yeu'H area wallybaKI Starting
March tth. WaHybeN wHI be open k>
all at tha SRC. Every Thuradey ntoht
a* reoquetbell court 12 Irom f:0O1ft00 pia- Check II out!
SCECaetETMQ
SUNOAY, MARCH tt
7:00 112 IA
QUEST SPEAKERS: FIRST YEAR
TEACHERS, ALL WELCOME
SENIOR CHALLENGE IS COMaNQ!
SENKM CHALLENGE IS COaHNOI
SENIOR CHALLENGE IS COaBNQI
Sloma Nu Bowing Team:
Gat down howlers, hoogte. yeah
yaah. yaah. bowtera boogre yaahl Ba
tan. 11.30. Saturday Al the Union
Uh-huh. Uh-huh vva'ra paychad-ara
you? Love, your Gamma Phi
CoacHee, Mfchete A Carol-Marol
Sign up lor
MINI COURSES
m UAO Omce
Mixology, aerobics
guitar. |azz exerdee A moral
THE BROTHERS OF SK3AIA PHI
EP8LON WANT TO CONGRATULATE MIKE OflaVM ON PASSING
HIS QRAD SCHOOL TESTS!
TRACY HYER THANK YOU VERY
MUCH! WITHOUT YOUR WISDOM A
OPTIMISM WE COULONT HAVE
DONE IT' HERE'S TO "ADVANCED
PlJUaNaNG'! LOVE. JEAN PS. OB
YOU VOLUNTEER FOR THE BOOTH
NEXT YEAR?
Way to ptey baeMbeH Alpha Xl'e
at PM Teu beeketbeH toumamentl
Your Alpha XI llalsri.

405 Student Services Building
305 Student Services Building
Union Information Booth
Commuter Center
University Bookstore
UAO Office

Recognizes outstanding
undergraduates, graduates, faculty and
administrator/classified staff.

PLANNED PARENTHOOO
IN WOOD COUNTY
820 N Me«i St.. B.Q.
Ccrfiosnltel-personal care
Soectel rates. BGSU students
Conventent App'ts 354-3540

Party Room For Rant
4-0't Club
TlhandHkjh
362-9378 aWar 5 362-7324
SPRING BREAK DAYTONA BEACH,
Hash Baas, Texan and Hawllan HoWa aaatlabla at S1N.0O. Free beer
party enroute to Florida and more.
LbtaNed spece eo act now! Contact
A.C.T. Rap. Tan at 1S247I2.
Pre breek Special
Swknweer and Shortt-20% Ott
Falcon Houaa 140 E Wooater

352 3510

Whet a lee whet a team! A winning
comblriellon al tha way! Fiss and
Alpha Game do it up the right way at
the the PN Tau Baakatbal Marathon
Flrat place way to score' Love. The
stereo! AGP
Wknar Weekend Special
Room lor two $1B 89 tndudaa tree
HBO color TV. Otter Good Friday or
Saturday, or Sunday LK Motel ol
Perrysburg. Oiler Expires 4 28 84
874-3654
School Sweatshirts. S14.85 prepaid.
Hi.iildteW deevery Cal B14-S521262 or write Box 471 London, OH
43140 tor more nlormotton
EUROPE!
Roundete a* (Cleveland Franklurtl
S4S8 2mo EURAILPASS S370. Hottela, Gtoupt Rtinbow Tourt
713/524-2727 cotect
ADOPTION Lovtng protesslonal coupie wishes to adopt mtant Almaoical
expenses paid. Cal 513-492-0946
Btirr-Spm.
Abortion. Pregency Teats.
Larneze Cteaaaa
Center lor Choice
Downtown Toledo 1419) 256-7769

1 Reconnaissance
acronym
6 Al A great
distance
10 Bern's river
13 Fortune-telling
card
14 Strewn with
slars In
heraldry
15 Hairstyle
16 Balderdash
17 Shipshape
18 Pi. ol speech
19 Secret
21 Peary's goal
22 Architect
SAarlnen
23 Balanced
25 Actress Ruth
29 Express
31 01 Mars
32 Darnel .
34 Streak ol light
38 Mice, often
40 Wood ol films
42 Sleep: Prellx
43 Chopin's friend
45 Diamond
figure
46 Piano or |ury
48 Part of a sum
50 Parched

WOULD YOU BE INTERESTED M
QETTINQ INVOLVED ANO HAVING
FUN AT THE SAME TIME? V SO ...
THIS IS FOR YOU I
USQ NEEDS VOLUNTEERS TO
WORK ELECTION POLLS MARCH
II A 14 FROM 8 A.M. TO S P.M. a?
INTERESTED, CONTACT HATT
I72-M56, OR KELLY 352-AA4A.
Need vohmtaers lor Triathlon.
Contact SRC 2-2711

m

WANTED
1 M. Smoker kx Ig houaa 2 bate
from camp Cal 354-2281 or 3728336.
F
Roommate needed 84-85
$125/mo (gaa heel Inc.) A alec.
Attractive lum houaa 319 E Evers
(2 bate, kom camp ) CAI 372-3939
or 372-3038
1984 1985 school year
Non-smoker prater red
Cal Patty al 362-3787 or Wendy
372-1B18.
2 or 3 F. nonsmoking mites tor 8485 school year $118'mo Cal Usa
at 354-1083
Female roommate naadad
Summer Semester $135 00/mo
Pooll Cal Jusa 352-7802
1 P. rmmte naadad kx '64-'85
Spacious. 2 rul bathe, tree heat Rock Ledge Apia Non-smokers cal
Torre 362-5476 or Susan 3723004.
Need 2 or 3 M Rrrrtes lor 84-85
school year $116/mo Cal Stave al
362-0830.
2 F rmtes needed lor '84.86 school
year. Campus Manor. Cal Dawn. 28676

56 Dominate
62 "When I was
63 Author Jaffa
64 Mouse Valley
center
65 Minute pest
66 State: Ft.
67 Tennyson form
68 Behold
69 Proofreader's
notation
70 Credit
DOWN
1 One ol the
Near islands
2 Caution
3 Saharan
4 Vestment
5 Sound system,
for short
6 Former New
York landmark
7 Ardor, in Devon
8 Friend, in France
9 Rue
10 Part of a stage
11 An Astaire
12
In (lured)

15 The advantage
20 Middle Comb,
form
24 Something to
wear
25 Comics' ploys

26 Yes
27
28
30
33
35
36
37
39
41
44
47
49
50
51
52
54
57
58
59
60
61

3 borm. lum duptex. garage.
$300 average monthly rant.
354-1278

Buttons now hrlng lor lotowmg poaiBont:
Waitress A Door wahar. apply In
parson Also taking appacaaona kx
other posMont.

Smllh/Bogge RentelHouaee A Apia kx '84-86 school
yaw. 362-8467 between 12-4 or
362-8817 attar 8.

CAMP COUNSELORS
Outstanding Sam and Trim Down
Camps Tennte. Dance. Sarnnastlcs.
WSI. Athxtecs. NutrmorvTJIetetlca 20
plua. Saparala gait' and boys
camos 7 weeks. CAMP CAMELOT
on Cotege Campuses at Mate.
Penn . No Carolina. Call Sand reauma: Mlchale Friedman, Director.
847 Hewlett Dr.. No. Woodmere.
NY 11581 516-3740785

Now Mating kx to! 2 borm unturManad. 834 Scot! HanaVon $1200
semeeter. 1 bfc from campus. Col
Batty Baker 362 9110
Fum. borm. tpte. A houtat
352-7464
BetoreS
CARTY RENTALS
311 E Merry-Modal Apt. #8
2 borm tpte kx 4 students
S130.person/$585/semoeter
(mcl heal, cable, water A aewege)
ASM 1 borm houeo A apt.
12 mo lease start In May
Summer Mat at Special Rataa
tor Houeee-Rooms-Apts .
PHONE 362-7385

WANTED: Seniors to pertsPaaale hi
roaeareh on hoar people make employment declstona. Takes 1—2
lus You will receive 85.00 and
feedback on your decisions. For
more Into call 382-7787 (aaa.) or
leave name A no. at 172-2301.

tpackws apt lor ram. 2 eecVeom.
tumlaktd. TeneMt enh, per ate*
trie. Raiseaabls retee ant enry aaa
minute lo campus Cal 112-7031
an axajro Bate.

Sal Avon
For Mora MomteAon
Cal PhyBa. 3525833

WOMEN'S CLINK
Comprehensive obstetircs
and Gynecology
Contraceptive Services.
V D Tests and Treatment
Termlnationa up to 10 weeks
Fraa Pregnancy Testing 241-2471

53 City en the
Tevere
55 Raines or Logan

4 borm turn, houaa OH Ftdge St
S408 average monthly rant.
354-1278.

HELP WANTED

Support BG Hockey
Free Painters Cap-wJpurchaaa
Falcon Houaa-140 E Wooster
352-3810

WFAL and Buttons coHege LO.
Nkjht, Thurs March I
Fraa bus ride leevlng from union

ACROSS

LAY & RUFFLE POTATO CHIPS

434 E. Wooster

Randy Row* A Dtene Conner
Fhvaty the personal you've bean
wefOng lor! Corvgratuteaone on your
F»-0Z levejettiol You 2 are the
greatest'
DZ love I mma, B Coeean

Una Taiwan - I lank I'm being In
love I'd axe to he you up (In more
ways than one) How about Down
town on Thureday nrte?

FRANKLIN PARK MALL TRIP
March 10, 19S4
•aVparton
Sign up m UAO Omce
by today

SM-1801

Rkk) naadad tor 2 to Port Coajmbua
Airport on Thursday. March IS after
400 p m to catch an evanmg tight.
WB help share gas expenses Plaaaa
cal Dana. 352-2116 or Barb 354
1905

UAOomce

HAVE A CASE OF THE ENJOYS
Happy Hour Everyday 4-9 pm
DO¥tTlTOVyN-«»LLER LIGHT

M Friday March 9

Thai mil awe sreltybellli Sterttno.

PERSONALS

JACK'S BAKERY
RWa a 'Sails 10 Ft I onitsirlase aree
Help share d™ng I gas Can Terra or
Carol 352-5475

DAL APPUCA'nONe

Al your typtlg neede promt* • proMOi 368-401T.

(choice

words)
Bevel out
Reduce in rank
Ky. neighbor
PartotNEA
"I cannot
tell
"
Scandinavian
off
Green country
Samuel of Tea
Parly lame glands
Venerated
Tuberous rooted
flower
Joins, In
stltchery
Eleanor's cousin
Winged
Harangue
Show of hands
Furthers
Tunisian rulers,
formerly
Eye
World, in Weimar

Campus Manor now ranting kx summer A lal next to Campus A Convenience Stores, dose to town, 3629302 24 hrs. or Newtove Mgmt Co
362-6820

FOR SALE
FENOER TWIN REVERB MOOtFIED
LIKE MESA/BOOGIE EXCELLENT
coNornoN $350 354 leee
Englah darts A ecceeeohee
Purcel s B*e Shop
131 W Wooater St 352-6284

NEWIOVE MANAGEMENT
WE HAVE A LABQE VARIETY
pO PLEASE EVERYONE. RENTALS]
ARE OOINO FAST. FOR A FREE
BROCHURE CALL 362 MM

33'dtemeler brass my Irom Middle East Excellent wall hanging.
Make otter. M2-38M.
1871 Toyota Corolla. No rust, rsUsble, good mileage. AkVFM eaesefte. new bettery. 63,000 miles $2,500 or beet otter 352-3184.

801 Sixth Street 2 bedroom houeecarpatad Furraahad I hee gas heel
Cal Newtove Mantgarnant. 352
5620

STEREO RECEIVER WITH 8TRACK ANO SEP TURNTABLE
TWO -MCS' SERIES SPEAKERS
ANO ONE PIONEER $17500 CALL
TROY 372-5064

THURSTW MANOR APARTUENTS
Air conditioned luay carpeted, cable
vtetxi. affictenctet. laundry li Bill
Now leasing lor summer $ lal
461 Thusari Ave 352 5436

FOR SALE ONE UAO DAYTONA
BEACH TICKET. $150 00 WAX
CC«IFflOtw8E 2-4886

One bdrm lum apte doss k) campue 362 5239 oatera 6.

13". Black A White TV. General
Electric Product Exceeent condition.
bast oiler Moving must sal 372
2630

FALL A SUMMER RENTALS
2 BDRMS-% BLK TO CAMPUS
362-4871 day or 352-1800 aval
2 bedroom newly tumtehed apt*.
Now renting lor 84-85 FREE sateHe TV CM 352-2883

FOR RENT
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
A SMALL NUMBER OF APT$. $THL
AVAIL. FOR FALL A SUMMER.
• S21 E MERRY. NEAR OFFENHAUER TOWERS 2 B0RMJ4 PERSONS
' 715—71$ 3RD ST. 1 BORM.
* ROCKLEOQE MANOR—SOUTH
COLLEGE A 6TH ST. 2 BORMS.
' 831 7TH ST. 2 BORM.
' FORREBT APTS. - SOUTH COLLEGE A NAPOLEAN - 2BDRM.
CALL JOHN NEWLOVE, 154-2280
1 Bdrm unturrxehad apt. aval, lor
summet tub Issst. 3 blocks mxncsmpus 364-2114
2 bdrm. unhjrn. apt. $265.'mo and
utl Subtease lor 2 mot Avateble
anytime from March 15 - Apr! 1
354-1389

1 bdrm apt 12 mo teaaa. Staring ei
May $175 /mo i utl Ph 36222B7
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Frazee Ave.
Apartments

Ridge Manor Apts,

634,656,670

519 Ridge St.
2 bedroom
furnished townhouse

Frazee Avenue
2 bedroom furnished
apartments

Upper Units $450/mo & elec.
I Basement Units $400/mo &elec

East Merry Apartments

516 E. Merry Ave.
2 Bedrm fum. apt. with
garbage disposals &
dish washers

Upper Units
$2388/sem & elec.
Basement Units
$2028/sem & elec.

2 man rate - $375/mb & gas
3 man rate • $435/mo & gas
4 man rate • $450/mo & gas

Field Manor Apts.
542 and 560 Frazee Ave.

519 Leroy
Upper Units - $475 mo. & elec.
Basement Units • $450 mo. & elec.;
Call Greenbriar, Inc.
352 0717

